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Stocking and Sport Fishing
at Lake Glendale (Illinois)
DONALD F. HANSEN
PROBABLY most fisheries biologists
in the United States would agree that
good fishing in new impoundments de-
pends to a considerable extent on the
species, sizes, and numbers of fish used
in the stocking and also on the time or
times of the year that the introductions
are made. Fairly dependable stocking
procedures have been dexeloped for
ponds of 1 or 2 acres; however, little
experimentation has been done to find
equally dependable procedures for
stocking large lakes or reservoirs. The
possibility of contamination with un-
wanted species, the large numbers of
fish needed to carry out some stocking
plans, and the expense of carefully
evaluating stocking results are the prin-
cipal drawbacks to stocking experi-
ments in large impoundments.
In April, 1940, the IlHnois Natural
History Survey stocked two newly built
recreation reservoirs in southern Illi-
nois, Lake Glendale ( 82 acres ) in Pope
County and Pounds Lake (33 acres) in
Gallatin County, with largemouth bass,
Micropteriis sahnoidcs (Lacepede),
and bluegills, Lepomis macrochUus
Rafinesque.
This combination of fishes, which
had recently been introduced by Swin-
gle & Smith (1938:2) for small ponds
in Alabama, soon became a popular
combination for ponds in various other
parts of the United States. The purpose
of the bass-blucgill stocking at Lake
Glendale and Pounds Lake was to de-
termine the \alue of this combination
for lakes of moderate size in Illinois.
Because the bass fishing that fol-
lowed the 1940 stocking at Lake Glen-
dale was disappointing to anglers, fish
of all kinds were removed in a drain-
ing-rotenoning census operation in the
fall of 1946, and the lake was restocked,
again with bass and bluegills but at
different rates and with fish of different
sizes than were used initially. Swingle
& Smith (1938:2 and 1942:13) had
recommended stocking ponds with
comparatively large nimibers of fry or
fingerling fish; one recommendation for
unfertilized ponds was 400 bluegills
(bream) and 30 bass per acre. Both
Glendale and Pounds had been stocked
with comparati^'ely small numbers of
adult bass and bluegills in 1940; Glen-
dale was restocked with a mixture of
adult and yearling bass and bluegills
in 1946. The 1946 Glendale stocking
was considerably heavier in number of
fish per acre than the 1940 stocking of
the two lakes. Bass fishing at Lake
Glendale showed great impro\'ement
in the second summer after the 1946
stocking, but the improvement did not
hold up. In the fall of 1950, the lake
was almost completely drained (frontis-
piece), the bass population was cen-
sused, and large numbers of bass were
removed. The ex'aluation of angling
that followed the 1946 stocking is con-
cluded with the 1950 fishing season.
Various ba.ss-bluegill stocking pro-
cedures employing fry or fingerlings,
adult fish alone, or mixtures of adults
and fingerlings have been evaluated by
Surber (1949), Swingle (1951), and
Smith, Kirkwood, & Hall (1955). In
these studies, stocking success was
Frontispiece.—The Lake Glendale basin after the October. 1950, draining. The mainstream channel
and tributary channels are plainly visible. Beds of rooted aquatic vegetation are seen as dark bands
running approximately parollel with the lake margin. Water can be seen in the lower half of the main-
stream channel; also, in a small orea of the lake bottom near the dam, and in a small pool to the
right of the beach (the beach is the large light area near the dam).
in.5
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measured in such terms as standing
crops of young and adult fish, balance
of bass and bluegills, or evidence of
overpopulation of one or both species.
The principal basis for evaluation of
the stocking procedures at Lake Glen-
dale was the quality of the hook-and-
line fishing.
Neither of the stocking procedures
used in the present study was among
tliose reported by other workers. The
1940 stocking rates for adult large-
mouth bass and bluegills were almost
the same as the rates used by the Illi-
nois Department of Conservation when
it provides adult fish for large publicly-
owned waters. For this reason, the re-
sults of the present study have special
significance in this state.
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LAKE GLENDALE
Lake Glendale, which lies within the
U.S. Forest Service Glendale Recrea-
tion Area in the Shawnee National
Forest, is an artificial lake of 82 acres
located 2 miles north of Dixon Springs
in Pope County, southeastern Illinois.
The dam for the lake was completed in
the fall of 1939, and the basin filled
with water during that winter and the
following spring. In addition to fishing,
the Glendale Recreation Area offers
camping, picnicking, swimming, and
rowboating.
The Lake Glendale watershed con-
sists of 1,400 acres of forest or aban-
doned farmland. Water enters the lake
from a temporary stream at the east
end and from numerous well-vegetated
gulleys on tlie north and south sides.
The lake is 0.8 mile long and 0.2 mile
wide at the widest point (exclusive of
bays) and it has a shoreline of 3.2
I
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miles. When the lake is at full stage,
the maximum depth ( near the dam ) is
22 feet, if measured at the top of the
original stream bank, or 24 to 25 feet,
if measured at the middle of the chan-
nel (contour map, Fig. 1). The average
depth of the lake is 10.9 feet. The con-
tour map shows that the lake bottom
slopes more steeply along the south
shore than along most of the north
shore. The shoreline is marked by nu-
merous bays. A large part of the lake
bottom was under cultivation up to the
time the dam was built.
In most years during the 1940's, the
water was turbid from March into May
but relatively clear through the sum-
mer months. In 1944, for example, a
secchi disc could be seen to a depth of
12 inches in March, 3 feet in early July,
and 7 feet in mid-July. The high trans-
parency of tlie water in the summer
months was presumed to be related to
the nearly complete suspension of
farming on the 1,400-acre Lake Glen-
dale watershed. By 1946, silt had been
deposited to a depth of about an inch
o\'er most of the lake bed. In the area
close to the mouth of the main tribu-
tary stream (an aiea comprising sev-
eral acres), and at least in the lower
third of the original stream channel,
the accumulated silt had reached a
depth of about a foot.
In midsummer during the years of
this study, the upper layer of warm
water, the epilimnion, extended from
the surface to depths of 8 to 12 feet,
the depth depending on air tempera-
tiu-es and the amount of mixing by re-
cent winds.
Compared with most lake waters in
northern and central Illinois, the water
in Lake Glendale is extremely soft. A
water s;imp]c collected from the lake in
April, 1944, had a total hardness of only
27 parts per million. This is similar to
the hardness of the water in six small
farm ponds in the neighborhood ( Han-
sen et al, 1960:350).
Although the loess forest soils in
Pope County are relatively poor for
agriculture (compared with loess soils
in most parts of Illinois), they can be
farmed profitably if they are properly
treated. Tlie minimum treatment rec-
ommended by agronomists consists of
periodic applications of ground lime-
stone and of phosphorus fertilizer. On
some Pope County farms, complete
fertilizers are regularly used in addi-
tion to the limestone and phosphorus
fertilizer. R. J. Webb, Superintendent
of the University of Illinois Dixon
Springs Agricultural Center, which ad-
joins the Glendale Recreation Area, is
of the opinion that these materials have
probably been used on only a small
percentage of the land draining into
Lake Glendale. The lake water has
never been fertilized.
The following description of the
aquatic plant distribution in Lake
Glendale is based on a detailed map
prepared by Harry K. Phinney when
he worked for the Illinois Natural His-
toiy Sur\'ey during the summer of 1944.
Plant distribution in that year was
typical for most of the period covered
bv the present study, that is, 1942-
1950. Cattails, Tijpha latifolia Linnaeus
(Fig. 2), which later almost disap-
peared from the lake, formed a nearly
continuous fringe around the lake mar-
gin, growing from the water's edge to
a depth of 3 to 3.5 feet. From the outer
edge of the cattails to a depth of about
10 feet the bottom was almost covered
with Chara sp. American lotus, Ne-
lumho hitea (Willdenow) Persoon,
grew thickly in the largest bay on the
north side but nowhere else on the
lake. Small beds of the yellow water
lily, Niiphar aclvetw (Aiton) Aiton f.,
grew in the .shallow water at the east
end of the lake and in most of the bays.
Patches of Potamogeton iUinoensis
Morong, some as much as 150 feet
across, grew in shallow water in all
parts of the lake (the plant later be-
came scarce). The narrow-leaved pond-
weed, PoldmofiC'ton folio.iiis Rafin-
esque, which was a serious nuisance
to swimmers and fishermen in the shal-
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Fig. 2.—Cattail and willow border at Lake Glendale. Much of the shoreline looked like this in the
1940's and early 1950's.
low parts of the lake in 1954, was re-
stricted to a few small patches in 1944.
Several other plants, including arrow-
head (Sagittaria sp.), sedge (Carex
sp. ), sweet flag (Aconis calamus Lin-
naeus), and wild rice (Zizania aqiia-
tica Linnaeus), were quite scattered,
and stands were generally small. Wil-
low trees, Salix sp., grew close to the
water's edge along most of the shore-
line.
STUDY PROCEDURES AT
LAKE GLENDALE
In both 1940 and 1946, the intention
was to limit the fish stock in Lake Glen-
dale to two species, the largemouth
bass and the bluegill. However, in spite
of attempts to eliminate fish from the
feeder stream by rotenone applications
before the 1940 stocking, the stock be-
came contaminated by other species,
principally the green siinfish, Lepomis
cijditc'lhis Kafinesque, and the war-
mouth, Chaenohnjttus gidosus (Cu-
vier); both the green sunfish and the
warmouth sur\'i\'ed the drawdown and
the rotenone treatment that preceded
the 1946 stocking.
The 1940 Stocking
The original release of fish in Lake
Glendale was made on April 8, 1940,
with bass and bluegills taken from
Lake C^hautauqtia, near Havana (cen-
tral Illinois). Included in the stock used
were the following fish, all adults:
70 largemouth bass, 10-14 inches
total length (0.9 fish per acre)
215 bluegills, 4-7 inches total
length (2.6 fish per acre)
Some of the bluegills were weak
when released in the lake, probably as
a consequence of having been lu'ld for
se\'eral days in a live box before being
transported in a tatik to Lake Glendale.
The extent of mortality among these
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fish was not determined. The bass, al-
though kept in the hve box with the
bluegills and transported with them,
appeared to be lively and in excellent
physical condition.
Seine and fyke net catches made at
Lake Glendale in the spring of 1941
showed that bass, bluegills, and green
sunfish (the green sunfish were prob-
ably sur\'ivors from the stream popula-
tion) had reproduced successfully in
1940.
In September, 1941, about a year
and a half after the original stocking, a
Department of Consen'ation fish rescue
crew released in Lake Glendale a load
of several hundred fish that had been
seined from a nearby pond. A Depart-
ment of Conservation law enforcement
officer who was present when the fish
were unloaded at the lake reported that
many of these fish were weak and dy-
ing when they arrived. This officer did
not count the fish but he estimated that
the load had included the following:
275 largemouth bass (35 about 10
inches long, the rest smaller)
500 bluegills
100 warmouths and green sunfish
12 black bullheads, Ictalunis
nielas (Rafinesque)
Since adult bass, bluegills, and green
sunfish had been present through two
spawning seasons, and all three species
had reproduced successfully by the
summer of 1941, this load of fish prob-
ably had no significant effect on the
populations of the three species. How-
ever, it may have been the cause of the
establishment of two species, neither
of which became very important,
namel)' the black bullhead and the
warmouth. The bullheads reproduced
poorly, if at all; only 9 bullheads were
reported caught by fishermen in the
period 1942-1946, and only 14 bull-
heads were found when the fish popu-
lation was censused in 1946. Only 237
warmouths were caught during the
1946 fishing season ( compared to more
than 5,000 bluegills) and only about
2,300 warmouths were recovered in the
1946 census.
In June, 1940, the mosquitofish,
Gamhusia affinis (Baird & Girard), was
introduced by workers or, more likely,
by the staff of the nearby Civilian Con-
servation Corps work camp at Eddy-
ville, 9 miles away. The small numbers
of fish of other species found when the
population was censused in 1946—
1
longear sunfish, Lepomis megalotis
(Rafinesque), 5 cariD, Ctjprinus carpio
Linnaeus, and 17 golden shiners, No-
temigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill)—had
unknown origins; they may have been
introduced by fishermen using live min-
nows during the 1943 fishing season,
the only season in which minnow fish-
ing was allowed.
The 1946 Stocking
The second stocking, which was
quite different from the first in terms
of numbers and sizes of fish used, was
made late in No\'ember, 1946, with fish
from Lake Glendale which had been
stored in a farm pond at the time of the
draining operation. The 1946 stocking
was much heavier than the 1940 stock-
ing and included young-of-the-year as
well as adult bass and bluegills. About
one-third as many bass and one-twelfth
as many bluegills were returned to the
lake as the number of individuals
(more than 2 inches in length) counted
in the census. Approximately 66 per
cent of the bass and 92 per cent of the
bluegills had been killed with rotenone
in the population census.
Tlie numbers of largemouth bass and
bluegills used in the 1946 stocking and
their approximate total lengths were
as follows:
Largemouth bass
828—3-5.5 inches total length
1,397—6-11 inches total length
23—17 inches total length
and larger
Total 2,248 (27.4 fish per acre)
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Bluegills
613—2-3.5 inches total length
2,776—4-7.5 inches total length
Total 3,389 (41.3 fish per acre)
The bass and bluegills in this stock-
ing were not measured individually
but were counted according to easily
recognized size categories. Approxi-
mately 140 of the bass measured 10
inches or longer and approximately
2,400 of the bluegills measured 6 inches
or longer. The weight of the 2,248 bass
was the same as that of the 3,389 blue-
gills, namely, 584 pounds, or 7 pounds
per acre.
Although the small quantity of water
that remained in the lake bed following
the 1946 draining was heavily treated
with rotenone to complete the fish cen-
sus, as described in the section "Pop-
ulation Censuses," a number of war-
mouths and green sunfish managed to
sun'ive. Tlius, the 1946 stock of bass
and bluegills was contaminated just as
the 1940 stock had been contaminated.
Creel Census
A creel census was started at Lake
Glendale when the lake was opened to
public fishing in May, 1942. It was in-
tended to cover all of the fishing done
at the lake. The Lake Glendale con-
cession stand, which was headquarters
for boat rentals, was used as the creel-
census station. Each sport fisherman,
at the beginning of his day's trip, ob-
tained a fishing permit from the creel-
census station. At the end of the day's
fishing, he reported his results to a sta-
tion attendant, who recorded the re-
sults on a special report form. The state
fishing license of each fisherman re-
quired to have a license (persons of 18
years and older) was held at the census
station during the trip as assurance
that results of the trip would be re-
ported.
During the first year of fishing
(1942), the information recorded on the
report form of each fisherman included
the following:
Name and address of the fisher-
man
Number and aggregate weight, by
species, of all fish kept
Estimated number, by species, of
all fish caught and thrown back
in the water
Beginning in 1943 and continuing
through 1950, the following additional
information was obtained:
Starting and stopping times of
each fishing trip
Types of bait used—such as plugs,
flies, worms
Whether fishing was done from a
boat or from shore
"Whether the fisherman had a state
fishing license or was too young
to need one
Fishing Regulations
The state fish code during the years
1942-1950 allowed each fisherman to
keep 50 bluegills and 10 bass a day and
provided for a 10-inch length limit on
ba.ss but no length limit on bluegills.
Fishing with live minnows was al-
lowed at Lake Glendale only during
the 1943 season. The fishing day was
limited to the approximate hours of
6 AM to 9 PM Central Standard Time.
The length of the fishing season at
Lake Glendale varied somewhat from
year to year. Tlie usual opening date
corresponded with the opening date of
the largemouth bass season in southern
Illinois, May 15. Tlie regular season
ended with the closing of the conces-
sion stand at the lake, the dates varying
from September 1 to September 20.
Closing dates were determined mainly
by weather. Special seasons were set
up by the Natural History Sur\'ey in
1943 and 1946: in 1943, fishing was al-
lowed each Sunday throughout Sep-
tember, October, and Nox-einber, and
ill 1946, fishing was allowed on the
fixe Sundays preceding the regular
May 15 opening. Fishermen were al-
lowed to keep largemouth bass as well
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as other specie.s during the special 1943
and 1946 seasons. This report includes
fish caught during the two special sea-
sons.
The fishing regulations that applied
to Lake Glendale were posted on the
road leading to the lake from State
Highway 145, at the two picnic areas,
at the concession stand, and at the boat
dock. In spite of the posted regulations,
a certain amount of fishing
—
possibly 5
to 15 per cent of the total—was unre-
ported each year. Some of this was
shore fishing from the picnic areas,
most of it by people who failed to read
the signs. Some fishing was done at
night after the closing hour for the
creel-census station, and some was
done outside the regular season. Pos-
sibly some of the fishermen who re-
ported zero catches did not actually
leave empty handed. Harvest figures
reported here are therefore too low,
but it is not believed that the unre-
ported fishing had any serious effect on
computed catch rates (catch per trip)
or that it invalidated the comparisons
of the two stocking efforts.
Length Measurements
In the summer of 1942, Natural His-
tory Survey employees measured and
recorded lengths of 22 per cent of the
bass kept by sportsmen; most of these
length measurements were made on
May 15, the opening day of the fishing
season. No length measurements were
made in 1943. In the summers of 1944—
1950, Sur\'ey employees hired as test
fishermen (one each summer) re-
corded lengths and weights of all kinds
and all sizes of fish which they them-
seh'es caught during their test fishing
trips. The test fisherman on duty in
1944 measured 66 per cent of the bass
catch for the year. He measured bass
on Sundays from early June through
early September. Census clerks (con-
cession stand employees) recorded the
lengths of most of the bass kept by
sportsmen in the years 1947-1950, but
did not record the lengths of other
species; their length data included 87
to 96 per cent of the bass harvested by
sportsmen in the years 1947, 1949, and
1950 and slightly more than half of the
bass harvested in 1948.
Fish lengths (total lengths) were
measured to die closest 0.1 inch and
grouped into half-inch classes for show-
ing length dish-ibution. For example,
the 12-inch class includes fish that
measured 11.8 to 12.2 inches and the
12.5-inch class fish that measured 12.3
to 12.7 inches.
Population Censuses
In the two censuses of fish popula-
tions at Lake Glendale (the first, in
1946, a census of all species present
and the second, in 1950, a census of
only the largemouth bass), water was
let out of the lake tlirough a drain valve
into a dewatering ditch below the dam.
To stop the fish coming through the
valve, two screens were installed side
by side in slotted concrete pillars about
200 feet below the dam (Fig. 3). The
screens were made of 1-inch-mesh
poultry netting stretched across frames
made of 1.5-inch angle iron, each frame
8 feet long and 2.5 feet high. When
small fish began coming through the
drain vah'e they were stopped by plac-
ing hardware cloth screens (0.25-inch
mesh) over the poultry netting. Planks
placed in the slotted pillars in front of
each screen raised the water level on
the upstream side of the screens to
form a seining pool, about 2 feet deep,
from which fish were collected.
In 1946, fish remaining in the lake
basin were collected and counted after
they had been killed with rotenone. In
1950, an estimate of the number of bass
remaining in the basin was made by
the mark-and-recovery method.
The 1946 Census of All Species.—
Draining of Lake Glendale in 1946 was
begun on October 4 and completed
October 31.
When leaves that had fallen from
nearby trees clogged the 1-inch-mesh
screens in the early stages of draining.
1
I
I
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Fig. 3.—Weir for collecting fish that moved out of Lake Glendale during the draining operations
1946 and 1950.
the screens were removed and were
not replaced until the level of the lake
had been dropped 7 feet. Fish did not
begin coming through the drain valve
until October 24, when the lake level
had fallen 14 feet.
The fish that came through the drain
\aKe were counted, weighed, and then
hauled to a nearby farm pond by a
crew of five men. This part of the oper-
ation required 5 days, October 26-30.
The fish were afterward used in re-
stocking the lake.
When as much water as possible
had been drained from the lake basin,
the larger part of the fish population
of 2 inches and longer remained within
the basin in a 1,300 foot stretch of the
original stream channel (Fig. 4), while
small numbers of fish remained in
some very small isolated pools in other
parts of the basin. The part of the
channel where the fish were concen-
trated was approximately 30 feet wide
and had an a\'erage depth of about 2
feet. Many of the fish that remained
in the channel might ha\'e gone out
with the drain water if, in the late
stages of draining, the water could
have been let through the drain valve
more rapidly and without interrup-
tions. However, continuous rapid drain-
ing was impracticable: (i) because the
drain water might ha\'e topped the
screens, which were partially clogged
with leaves, and (ii) because fish
would have come through the valve
faster than they could ha\'e been proc-
essed.
Early in the afternoon of November
6, a heatment of 11 pounds of pow-
dei-ed derris ( 5 per cent rotenone ) was
applied to the channel and the isolated
pools; this was followed by a second
heatment of the same waters with 15
pounds of derris on the afternoon of
No\'cmber S. The volume of water
treated was about 2 acre-feet.
A hoop net that was placed in the
channel and raised at irregular inter-
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vals from October 25 to November 22
(Table 1) showed sharp increases in
catches on November 1, following the
completion of drainage on October 31
and the confinement of a large part of
the fish population in the stream chan-
nel. Contributing to the increases may
ha\'e been accelerated fish activity
resulting from severe crowding, ex-
tremely high turbidity, and difficulties
in locating food. Contributing to still
higher catches on November 7 and 8
may have been the rotenone treatment
on No\'ember 6, a rainstorm and a 3-
foot rise in water level on the night of
November 6, and a fall in the water
level after the drain valve was re-
opened on Noxember 7.
The indications from Table 1 are
that most of the bass and bluegills in
the stream channel were killed by the
first rotenone treatment and that the
remainder were killed by the second;
that large numbers of warmouths and
green sunfish survi\'ed the first treat-
ment and that some sur\'ived the sec-
ond. That more fish were not killed by
the first treatment may have been due
to the inflow of storm water on the
night of November 6, which diluted
the concentration of the rotenone.
The apparent elimination of the bass
and bluegills and the sur\'i\'al of war-
mouths and green sunfish suggested by
Table 1 is substantiated by later ob-
servations. In March, 1947, 4 months
after the lake had been restocked with
fin-clipped bass and bluegills, the
catch in six nets raised on 3 successive
days included 1 fin-clipped bass and
Fig. 4.—Part of the streom channel in the Lake Glendale basin, November 26, 1946. A large port
of the fish population remained in the channel after the 1946 and 1950 drainings.
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75 fin-clipped bluegills but no bass or
bluegills that had not been fin-clipped.
The same catch included 2 adult green
sunfish that had not been fin-clipped.
During the summer of 1947, the Nat-
ural History Sur\'ey test fishermen
caught 8 additional green sunfish that
had not been fin-clipped. Si.x of these
were large enough to have been sur-
vivors of the rotenone treatments.
Other fish caught by the test fishermen
in 1947 included 66 adult fin-clipped
bass, 2 small bass not fin-clipped (scale
examination indicated these were
young-of-the-year fish), and 23 fin-
clipped bluegills (no bluegills not fin-
clipped). No warmouths were taken
from the lake in 1947, but they were
caught by anglers in 1948 and later.
Since the rate of dosage was much
heavier than the 3 pounds of derris per
acre-foot commonly used, it is likely
that the low water temperatures at the
time of the treatments were responsible
for the slow action of the rotenone. It
is also likely that low temperatures
were responsible for the incomplete
kill, and that they contributed to the
slow rate at wliich dead fish bloated
and came to the surface of the water.
When the hoop net was examined ( but
not emptied) about 3 hours after the
rotenone was applied on November 6,
all but a few fish were found to be
aUve. As is well known, in warm
weather large numbers of dead fish are
usually seen at the surface within an
hour after rotenone is applied. A few
dead bluegills 1 inch long were seen in
the channel on November 6, but no live
adult fish suffering from the treatment
were seen that day; no dead adults
were seen on the water surface until
November 9. The first large collection
of dead fish was made on November
10, and fish continued to rise to the
surface through November 21.
Maximum daily air temperatures at
Table 1.—Number of fish caught and number found alive in a single hoop net set In the old
creek channel in Lake Glendale October 25—November 22, 1946, during latter port of the draining
operation and period of rotenone treatment and recovery of fish killed. Draining of the lake, except for
the part of the channel that wos too lov/ to drain, was completed on October 31. Rotenone was applied
on the afternoons of November 6 and 8. The net was fished continuously but raised only on the dotes
shown.
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Harrisburg, about 25 miles north of
Lake Glendale, during the 2 weeks of
November 6-19, 1946, ranged from
53° to 69° F., while minimum temper-
atures ranged from 29° to 54° F. Max-
imum and minimum air temperatures
on the dates of rotenone application
were, respectively, 66° and 48° F. on
No\'ember 6, and 58° and 46° F. on
November 8 (U.S. Weather Bureau
1946:66).
Brown & Ball (1943:271-272) re-
corded an instance in which some of
the fish killed with rotenone during a
cold period in spring settled to the bot-
tom and completely decomposed with-
out coming to the surface.
The fact that most of the fish that
came to the surface were coated with
mud as much as one-eighth inch thick
suggests that the weight of the mud
pre\'ented many fish from rising to the
surface (or retarded die rise) even after
bloating reached an advanced stage.
Probably a large amount of silt which
had been kept in suspension by the
movements of tlie live fish settled over
the dead fish after they had sunk to
the bottom. The turbulence resulting
from operating a small motorboat in
the channel released some of the dead
fish from the silt.
When it was found on November 21
that there were still dead fish on the
bottom of the channel, a garden rake
was used to release them from meas-
ured areas in order that they might be
counted. In an area covering 960
square feet (24 X 40 feet) at the ex-
treme downstream end of the channel,
a thorough raking released 109 blue-
gills (primarily adult sizes), 19 large-
mouth bass ( 10 inches and smaller )
,
and 7 adult warmouths. The rake was
then dragged along the bottom of the
channel from the stern of a rowboat
for a distance of 900 feet; an area
of 1,100 square feet was covered. In
this second operation, 42 fish, mainly
adult bluegills, were recovered. Obvi-
ously most of the dead fish on the bot-
tom were concentrated at the extreme
downstream end of the channel.
On the basis of the above counts, the
following estimates were made of the
numbers of dead fish remaining on
the bottom of the channel after the
raking:
800 bluegills (165 pounds)
80 largemouth bass ( 22 pounds
)
30 warmouths (5 pounds)
These estimates were added to the
counts of the fish that were actually
handled. No estimates were made of
the number of li\'e warmouths or of live
green sunfish that survived poisoning.
All live fish of each species taken
during the draining operation were
sorted into readily recognized length
groups; fish in these groups were
counted and were weighed in lots of
approximately 50 fish. The dead fish
taken after the rotenone treatment were
also sorted according to length; they
were counted and were then weighed
in groups, or group weights were ap-
proximated from the counts. All bass
of exceptionally large sizes were meas-
ured; they were weighed individually
or indix'idual weights were approxi-
mated from a length-weight cur\'e.
The census included fish of 2 inches
or more in length. Some 2- to 3-inch
fish may have escaped tlirough the 1-
inch-mesh screens before the hardware
cloth was installed, but the number of
tliese probably was not significant.
Most of the fish less than 2 inches in
length were bluegills that measured
0.75 inch to 1.5 inches, fish that prob-
ably were spawned 1 or 2 months be-
fore the draining operation. No esti-
mate was made of the number of these
small bluegills. Several diousand of
them passed through the 1-inch-mesh
screens before the 0.25-inch-inesh
screens were put in place; thousands
of others were stranded in the dense
growth of water weeds during the
initial 4-foot di"op in water level. As
shown by the following evidence, addi-
tional thousands of small bluegills must
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have been eaten by adult bluegills,
green sunfish, and bass during the late
stages of draining, when the young fish
were without any kind of weed pro-
tection. Eight of 20 large bluegills
picked at random on October 26 from
among the first lot of adult bluegills to
leave the lake in the drain water con-
tained small bluegills, most of them in
fresh condition. Counts of these small
bluegills found in the stomachs of the
eight large bluegills were 2, 2, 3, 16,
18, 22, 24, and 28. A single green sun-
fish 5.5 inches long contained 13 small
fish, all about 1 inch long, presumably
bluegills. Two wamiouths, one measur-
ing 5 inches and the other 7 inches, had
empty stomachs. A 19-inch largemouth
bass had an empty stomach, but other
bass were seen chasing small fish at
the edge of the lake as the water level
was falling. Bass predation on small
bluegills occurred during the 1950
draining, and it can be assumed to have
occurred also in 1946; on September
19-20, 1950, four bass of 8.7-9.8 inches
caught on hooks in the creek channel
within the lake basin contained 1, 2,
3, and 15 bluegills that were 0.75-1.25
inches long.
The 1950 Census of the Bass Popu-
lation.—The 1950 census of the pop-
ulation of largemouth bass was under-
taken as a basis for an experimental
reduction in the bass population. As in
the 1946 census, the lake was lowered
in the fall until the only water left was
that remaining near the dam in a 1,300-
foot stretch of the old stream channel
and in isolated pools, which could not
be drained (frontispiece). The bass col-
lected at the screens below the drain
outlet were counted. Some of the bass
that failed to leave the lake during the
draining were removed by hoop net
and through electric shocking, and
some were marked and returned to the
water to be used to estimate the re-
maining population by the mark-and-
recovery method. The actual numbers
of bass remox'ed by draining, shocking,
and netting and the estimated numbers
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that remained in the channel are shown
in Table 2.
In the marking operation, 154 bass
measuring 7 to 12.5 inches were marked
by removal of the right pectoral fin.
The area of skin from which a scale
sample was removed served as a mark
for each of 79 bass longer than 12.5
inches.
The population estimates of bass of
the two size categories shown in Tables
3 and 4 were obtained from the Schna-
bel formula cited by Ricker (1942:231)
for estimating the size of a population
Table 3.—Estimates of number of 7— 12. 5-inch largemouth boss remoining in Lake Glendole after
part of tfie population had been removed in the draining operation of October, 1950. The Schnabel
method of computing populations from recovery of marked fish was used. The bass in only the first four
samples were marked. Because of the length of time the marked fish hod to mix with the unmarked fish,
the lost populotion estimate is assumed to be the most nearly accurate. This estimate {2,415 fish) is
only slightly lower than the one obtained from sample 5 (before 439 bass in samples 5, 6, and 7 had
been withdrawn) and was used in calculating the total population (Table 2).
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while marking is in progress. The pop-
ulation at any one sampling time is
1 , , r , ^ (AB)
computed by the tonnula ^,' . , in
which A is the total number of fish in
the sample, B is the number of marked
fish in the entire population when the
sample is taken, and C is the number
of marked fish in the sample. The last
in each series of population estimates
(for example, the estimates based on
Sample 9, Table 3, and Sample 11,
Table 4) is assumed to be the most
nearly accurate in the series.
The samples used in the mark-and-
recovery estimate were obtained with
an electric shocker carried in a boat
( Fig. 5 ) ; the current was furnished by
a 115-volt, 11-ampere generator. Sam-
ples were obtained in several runs, each
covering about one-sixth to one-half of
the 1,300-foot section of channel. All
parts of this 1,300-foot section were
covered in the course of the sampling.
Because of the high turbidity of the
water, only the fish that rose to the
surface could be collected. Fish of each
of the two size categories shown in
Tables 3 and 4 were not observed on
all sampling trips with the shocker;
hence the difference in number of sam-
ples shown in these tables.
In other tests of the accuracy of
mark-and-reco\ cry estimates of large-
mouth bass populations, a high degree
of accurac)' was reported in one pond
(Carlander & Moorman 1956:663),
moderate accuracy in three ponds,
especially for bass more than 1 year
old (Buck & Thoits 1965:606-607),
and considerable inaccuracy in two
ponds (Kruniholz 1944:290; Hundley
1954:167). The degiee of accuracy of
the 1950 mark-and-recovery estimate
of bass at Lake Glendale is perhaps
fairly liigh due to the fact that the bass
were concentrated in a small volume of
water instead of being spread oxer the
entire 82 acres. Because the bass were
concentrated in a small space, there
should have been the good mixing of
marked and unmarked fish that is es-
sential to obtaining close estimates of
populations. A much larger percentage
Fig. 5.—Electrofishing for a mork-and-recovery estimote of the number of lorgemoutf> boss re-
maining in tfie stream channel after most of the water in Lake Glendale had been drained oflF in October,
1950.
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of bass over 12.5 inches than below
tliat length were marked, and the ac-
curacy of die estimated population was
therefore probably better for the larger
bass than for the smaller ones.
STUDY PROCEDURES AT POUNDS LAKE
At the time Lake Glcndale was
stocked in April, 1940, the Natural His-
tory Sun'ey also stocked Pounds Lake
(Fig. 6), a 32-acre lake that had just
been built on U.S. Forest Service land
in Gallatin County, 40 miles northeast
of Lake Glendale. A water sample
from Pounds Lake, collected in May,
1963, had a total hardness of 26 ppm,
which was similar to that of Lake
Glendale and the ponds at Dixon
Springs.
Pounds Lake was stocked at the rate
of 1.7 adult bass and 3.6 adult bluegills
per acre. The fish were of the same
sizes as those used in stocking Lake
Glendale. (Lake Glendale was stocked
at the rate of 0.9 adult bass and 2.6
adult bluegills per acre.) The Pounds
Lake stock (55 largcmouth bass and
120 bluegills), like the stock for Lake
Glendale, came from Lake Chautauqua
near Havana, Illinois. A rotenone treat-
ment of the stream that feeds Pounds
Lake, applied in 1939 before the water
was impounded, failed to eliminate all
of the green sunfish and yellow bull-
heads, Ictuhirits luitalis (Lesueur), in
the stream. These species reproduced
in the lake but were never very abun-
dant. Five hundred mosquitofish, Garn-
biisia affinis ( Baird & Girard), were re-
leased in Pounds Lake by the local
forest ranger in 1940.
The gizzard shad, Dorosoma cepedi-
anum (Lesueur), a favorite forage fish
of bass, was present in Pounds Lake in
H
Fig. 6.—Fishermen with bluegills at Pounds Lake, May 16, 1942.
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the fall of 1947 when the lake was
drained, but scales examined from shad
collected at that time suggest that this
fish was introduced late in 1946 or early
in 1947.
Pounds Lake, like Lake Glendale,
was opened to fishing on May 15, 1942.
Subsequently, except in 1943 and 1946
when the length of the fishing season
at Lake Glendale was extended, the
two lakes were opened to fishing each
year on May 15 (the first day of the
largemouth bass season in southern
Illinois) and closed some time in Sep-
tember.
Tlirough the cooperation of the
Pounds Lake boat concessionaire, creel
censuses were made for 6 weeks in 1943
and dirring most of the next three fish-
ing seasons. The Pounds Lake record
included numbers of fish kept by boat
fishermen, but it did not include the
weight of the fish kept or any data on
baits. This record is assumed to have
covered most of the fishing that was
done during the periods shown in
Table 8. Tlie census co\'ered neither
pri\'ate boats nor bank fishing, but Es-
den Jerrels, the concessionaire, pointed
out that \'ery few private boats were
brought to the lake in the 1940's and
that bank fishing at that time was very
light.
In the years 1943-1945, a report was
made out for each boat party, including
tlie parties that returned without fish;
it showed the number of fishermen in
each boat and the number of each
species of fish kept by the party. In the
1946 season, records were made for
only those trips in which some member
of the boat party kept one or more fish;
therefore, the catch per trip for that
season was not computed.
QUALITY OF FISHING FOLLOWING
TWO PROGRAMS OF STOCKING
The success of a fish-stocking pro-
gram may be measured by the quality
of fishing as well as by fish-growth
rates, size of standing crop of fish, and
"balance" of species in the population.
The quality of fishing for bass and
bluegills was markedly different in the
two study periods at Lake Glendale.
Bluegill fishing was decidedly better in
the first period, after the lake had been
stocked hghtly in 1940 and kept closed
to fishing for 2 years. Bass fishing was
better in the second period, after the
lake had been stocked more heax'ily in
the fall of 1946 and opened to fishing
the following spring.
The 2-year delay in opening the lake
after the first stocking was necessitated
by the small number of fish used in the
stocking.
The first period, besides being the
better of the two for bluegill fishermen,
was also better for those fishermen
who were not concerned about the kind
of fish they caught; this period was the
better in percentage of trips resulting
in the capture of one or more fish
(Table 5), in the total number and
weight of fish harvested annually, and
in the average number and weight of
fish harvested per trip (Tables 6 and 7).
Striking differences between the two
study periods were found in the ratios
of total weight of bass to the total
weight of bluegills har\'ested annually.
Following the 1940 stocking, annual
yields of bluegills (by weight) were 4
to 12 times as large as bass yields,
while, for the first three seasons follow-
ing the 1946 stocking, bluegill yields
were smaller tlian bass yields (Table
7 ) . But the catch of bluegills increased
each year after 1947 until in 1950 the
weight of bluegills finally exceeded that
of bass. In three small unfertilized
ponds at Dixon Springs (Hansen et al.
1960:365), the yields of bass were ap-
proximately the same as the yields of
bluegills, whereas in three small fertil-
ized ponds in the same study area the
yields of bluegills were three times
those of bass (each average based on
three ponds fished for 5 years )
.
The 1940 introductions of fish at
Pounds Lake and at Lake Glendale,
with fewer than two adult bass and
four adult bluegills per acre, was fol-
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Table 5.—General information concerning sport fishing at Lake Glen dale in the years following
the 1940 stocking (first period) and after the 1946 stocking (second period). The data were derived
from creel censuses.
First Period Second Period
Type of rnformation
3S
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Table 9.—Hook -and- line catch rotes in southern Illinois waters in which different stocking pro-
cedures were used.*
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Like the total bass hanest (Table 6),
the han'est of bass with artificial baits
was considerably better in 1947-1950
than in the earlier period (Table 10).
In the fishing done with worms, the
bass har\'est showed some improve-
ment in the second period, but not one
that fishennen would ha\'e noticed.
In most years of each period, fly rod
lures produced the best bass fishing in
terms of number of fish harvested per
trip, but casting rod lures produced the
best bass fishing in terms of weight of
fish harvested per trip ( Table 10 ) . The
years 1947 and 1948 were the best in
either period for catching bass on flies
Fig. 8.—One fisherman's siring of largemoulh bass caught at Lake Glendale on the day the lal<e
was first opened to fishing. May 15, 1942.
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(number of bass per trip); 1948 was
tlie best year for taking bass on plugs
and worms. Tlie lack of year-to-year
consistency in the catch-rate figures for
plugs and flies may have been due in
part to sampling errors.
The superior bass fi.shing that took
place on the first day of the 1942 sea-
son at Lake Glendale ( Fig. 8 ) was fol-
lowed by a sharp drop on the second
day (Table 11). The cause of this drop
was long a subject of discussion and
argument among Glendale anglers.
Forty p>er cent of the bass harvested in
1942 were caught on the first day of
the season; 75 per cent were caught
during the first 15 days of fishing. Most
of the bass har\'ested the first day were
caught during the first 4 hours. The
good fishing started at 6 am and ended
with the arrixal of a cold front and a
shaip droD in temperature at about
10 AM. The early season declines in
other years, most noticeable in 1948
and 1949, were not as sharp as in 1942.
The phenomenon of a high rate of
catch of bass at the beginning of a
fisliing season, followed by a rapid de-
cline, has been reported at other lakes
by Dill (1946:59-60), Bennett (1954:
256-261), and Bowers & Martin (1956:
8-9 ) . Many of the fishermen at Lincoln
Trail Lake, east-central Illinois, on the
opening day of the 1958 fishing season
reported that they caught the majority
of their largemouth bass in the first 2
Table 10.—Catch of largemouth boss, and catch per trip, on various types of boit at Lake Glendale.
Fishing with spinning rods and spinning lures had not become popular at the time of this study.
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Table 11.—Harvest of largemouth boss at Lake
Glendale during first 15 days of the 1942 season.
The lake was closed to fishing on Monday of each
week.
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ulation of fish of han'estable sizes.
Eschmeyer (1942:110) estimated that
the harvest of game fish at Norris Res-
en'oir in June, 1940, was about 14 per
cent of the population of legal-size
game fish at the beginning of the fish-
ing season and diat the harvest for the
entire fishing season (June-November)
was only about 20 per cent of this pop-
ulaHon. 'Bennett (1954:259-260) found
at Ridge Lake that the best bass fishing
in each of four seasons occurred on the
morning of the opening day and
dropped off shar^Dly after only a small
proportion of the bass population had
been caught.
The real reason for the drop in bass
fishing success in the course of the
opening day of fishing at Lake Glen-
dale remains unknown. Several factors
may ha\'e been involved. A substantial
number of the least wary bass, the most
Table 13.—Size distribution of lorgemouth boss caught at Lake Glendale by Natural History Survey
test fishermen, 1944—1950. Most of the fishing was done with fly rods and small popper flies. An
asterisk (') following a number indicates recorded fin-clipped bass of the 1946 stocking, except as
noted for 1948. The legal length of bass at the time of this study was 10 inches. The 10-inch class
(below broken line in table) includes fish measuring 9.8—10.2 inches.
Length Clann,
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Table M.—Size distribution of lorgemouth boss caught at Lake Glendale by sport fistiermen under
the permit system, as indicated by a sampling of the boss caught. Meourements in 1942 and 1944 were
made by Natural History Survey biologists, those in 1 947—1 950 by creel-census clerks. The size dis-
tributions of boss caught by test fishermen are shown in Table 13 and the total bass harvest in Table 6.
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age weight of the bass taken on flies
was greater in the second period (Table
12). In 1948, the average weight of the
bass taken on plugs was about the same
as that of the bass taken on flies or
womis. In most other years the bass
caught on plugs averaged about a quar-
ter pound to more than a pound
heavier than those caught on flies or
worms.
Although the difference between
periods in ax'erage weights of bass har-
vested was small (Table 12), tliere
were important differences between
One reason the test fishermen caught
very few large bass may have been
that they fished almost exclusively
with small flics and poppers. Also, the
test fishermen started fishing 2 to 4
weeks later in the season than other
fishermen, which in the opinion of
some fishermen in soutlicrn Illinois re-
duced their chances of catching large
bass.
According to reports made by sport
fishermen to the census clerks, more
small bass were caught and thrown
back in the lake in 1942-1946 than in
Table 15.—Number of largemouth bass kept and number thrown back by fishermen at Lake Glen-
dale.
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lakes in southern Illinois. The bluegill
han'est per trip at Lake Glendale in
this period was about the same as at
Pounds Lake, although the best single
year was observed at Pounds (Table
8).
Bluegill fishing at Lake Glendale in
1943-1946 ( the 4 best years ) was not
as good as bluegill fishing in three un-
fertilized ponds near Dixon Springs
(Hansen et al. 1960:368-369), but it
was better than that recorded in 1961
at two other southern Illinois lakes,
namely, Murphysboro (160 acres) and
Horseshoe (2,400 acres) (Lopinot 1962:
20-21 ) . The catch rates reported for
Fig. 9.— Bluegills caught at lake Glendale on opening day, May 15, 1942.
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bluegills taken on flies were better at (Table 16). The stocking rates used at
Lake Glendale in 1943-1946 (Table 16) Muq>hysboro, Crab Orchard, and
than at Lake Murphysboro in 1955 Horseshoe lakes are not known. The
(Lewis et al. 1957:35). The catch rates three lakes contained a greater variety
reported for bluegiUs taken on cock- of fish species than Lake Glendale.
roaches at Crab Orchard Lake ( 61 A\'erage weights of bluegills kept by
hours of fishing) were considerably bet- Lake Glendale fishermen were similar
ter than the catch rates for bluegills in the two periods (Table 17). Only
taken on flies, worms, or miscellaneous in 1942 and 1948 did the bluegills aver-
baits at Lake Glendale in any year age more than 0.25 pound each. The
Table 16.—Catch of bluegills and catch per trip on various types of bait at Lake Glendale.*
First Period Second Period
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length distributions of bluegills caught most of the large bluegills caught by
by test fishermen is shown in Table 18. sportsmen in 1942 and 1943 were fish
(No record was made of lengths of belonging to the first brood produced
bluegills caught by other fishermen.) in the lake (in 1940). However, the
The length distribution of bluegills largest bluegills caught in these years
captured in hoop nets during the early —some measuring up to 10 inches
—
spring, 1941-1950, is shown in Table were from the original stock ( 215 blue-
24. gills).
All of the bluegills harvested by In each year after the light (1940)
sportsmen in 1947 were fish used in the stocking, the number of bluegills kept
1946 stocking, and the largest bluegills exceeded the number thrown back in
har\'ested in 1948 and 1949 were from the lake (Table 19). Not until the
the 1946 stock (Table IS). In contrast, fourth year after the hea\'ier (1946)
Table 18.— Size distribufions of bluegills caught at Lake Glendale by Natural History Survey test
fishermen, 1944—1950. An asterisk (') following a number indicates recorded fin-clipped bluegills of
the 1946 stocking. Most fish were caught with fly rod and small popper flies.
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stocking did the number kept exceed
the number thrown back. In each year,
the percentage of the catch thrown
back was lower for bkicgills than for
bass (Tables 15 and 19).
Bluegill catch rates at Lake Glendale
reached a plateau in the fourth grow-
ing season ( 1943 ) after the 1940 stock-
ing (Table 6). The catch rates showed
steady impro\'ement through the fourth
growing season ( 1950 ) after the 1946
stocking. As late as 1950, however, the
quality of bluegill fishing during the
second period was not up to that ob-
ser\'ed in the better years of the first
period. At Pounds Lake, bluegill catch
rates rose to a peak in the fifth growing
season ( 1944 ) after the 1940 stocking
(Table 8). In the three unfertilized
ponds near Dixon Springs (Hansen et
al. 1960:384), there was a tendency
toward a gradual improvement in blue-
gill catch rates, with peak rates coming
in the fifth or sixth growing season
after the stocking.
Annual harv'est rates of bluegills, in
number per trip at Lake Glendale,
were one and a half to five times as
good with worms as with flies (Table
16). Unexpectedly large numbers of
bliiesills were caught by sport fisher-
men and test anglers while plug fishing
for bass. For example, in 1950, 101
bluegills were caught on plugs in 424
trips and 141 on flies in 201 trips (Table
16).
Fishing for Warmouths and
Green Sunfish
Since the numbers of warmouths and
preen sunfish introduced into Lake
G'endale are unknown, and the num-
bers that sur\'i\'ed after the 1946 census
are also unknown, a comparison of
cjuality of fishing for the years 1942-
1946 and 1947-1950 would have little
meaning in this evaluation of stocking
rates. The numbers of warmouths
caught increased from year to year in
194.3-1946 and again in 1948-1950, but
the species did not become important
during either period (Table 6).
The numbers of green sunfish har-
vested by fishennen declined in the
period 1942-1946 from an initial high
in 1942 but increased in the later
period (Table 6). More green sunfish
of harvestable sizes were reported in
the 1946 creel (Table 6) than were
found in the population census at the
end of the fishing season (Table 27).
At no time was fishing as productive
for warmouths or green simfish as for
bluegills (Tables 6 and 7). In 1942, the
weight of the green sunfish harvest was
nearly equal to the weight of the har-
vest of largemouth bass (Table 7). It
would appear from the number of har-
\estable fish in the population at the
time of the census in 1946 (Table 27)
and the number harvested by fisher-
men in that year that green sunfish
were more \'ulnerable to capture than
any of the other species at Lake Glen-
dale; the green sunfish were followed
in order of vulnerability by the large-
mouth bass, bluegill, and warmouth.
Larimore (1957:70) found that in one
Illinois pond largemouth bass of the
original stock were more susceptible
to capture than warmouths of the orig-
inal stock.
Lake Glendale warmouths showed a
preference for live baits. In 1946, 842
fishermen using worms caught 205 war-
mouths, while 222 fishennen using arti-
ficial flies caught only 8 warmouths
(not shown in tables). Larimore (1957:
69) stated that the warmouth in most
of its range is taken more commonly
on natural baits than on artificial baits.
The green sunfish at Lake Glendale
apparently showed a preference for
artificial flies. In 1943, the first year in
which bait records were kept at Lake
Glendale, 162 fly fishermen caught 159
green sunfish, whereas 664 worm fish-
ermen caught 227. Howexer, most of
the fly fishing was done along the
margin of the lake, a region preferred
by green sunfish, whereas a consider-
able part of the worm fishing was done
offshore in water deeper than that u.su-
ally frecjuented by green sunfish.
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EFFORTS TO IMPROVE FISHING
Following the light stocking at Lake
Glendale in 1940 and before any
thought had been given to a new stock-
ing (as finally carried out in the fall of
1946), a number of experimental at-
tempts were made to impro\'e fishing
in the lake. None of these attempts
was effective. For example, in early
September, 1944, when the lake level
stood 19 inches below full stage, the
level was dropped 40 inches more.
This drop resulted in a 22 per cent re-
duction in the lake area, from a normal
area of 82 acres to 64 acres. This is
not as much of a reduction as is recom-
mended for a successful drawdown
(Bennett 1962:160). Tlie lake level re-
mained low through the fall months,
rising only 6 inches during a period of
12 weeks, September S through No-
vember 30; the lake refilled during the
winter. It had been speculated that re-
moval of the water from the fringe of
cattails surrounding the lake would
expose young bluegills to predation by
bass and increase the growth rates of
the bluegills (through reduced compe-
tition for food). However, the young
bluegills received protection from
underwater plants, particularly chara,
as the water dropped below the level
of the cattails. Little change could be
seen in sizes of bluegills caught after
this slight reduction in water level.
Bluegills larger than 6 inches caught
by test fishermen (Table 18) a\'eraged
6.6 inches in the summer of 1944 before
the drawdown, 6.75 inches in 1945, 6.8
inches in 1946 (these averages not
shown in table). Furthermore, bluegill
catch rates changed only slightly in the
2 years after the reduction (Tables 6,
7, and 16). The reduction in water level
was not followed by changes in catch
rates of bass or in sizes of bass caught
(Tables 6, 7, 10, and 13).
Several changes were made in Lake
Glendale fishing regulations in the hope
that bass harvests might be improved.
The restriction against use of live min-
nows was dropped for the 1943 season;
there was httle indication that min-
nows were more eff^ective than other
bass baits. In 14 trips in which min-
nows were the only bait used, fisher-
men caught only 2 bass of legal size. In
231 trips in which plugs were used in
1943, fishermen caught and kept 47
bass (Table 10). In another manage-
ment attempt in 1943, the fall fishing
season was extended to include the 12
Sundays in the period September 12
through November 28. During this
special season of Sunday fishing, 32
fishermen using plugs harvested 12
bass weighing a total of 8 pounds.
During the regular season. May 15
through September 11, 199 fishermen
using plugs har\'ested 35 bass weighing
a total of 63 pounds. The number of
bass caught per trip was therefore
much better during the special season
than during the regular season, while
weight per trip was slightly better dur-
ing the regular season. During a special
open season early in the spring of 1946,
when fishing was allowed on the five
Sundays preceding the regular May 15
opening, 155 fishermen using plugs har-
vested 14 bass having a total weight of
27 pounds. During the regular 1946
season. May 15 through September 22,
179 fishermen using plugs harvested 6
bass weighing 15 pounds.
GROWTH OF FISHES
Because good sport fishing depends
on the availability of desirable sizes of
fish, the growth in both the original
stock and the new broods was studied
at Lake Glendale. Year-to-year growth
was studied from changes in length-
frequency distributions and, to a lim-
ited extent, from examinations of scale
samples. The scale samples used in
making age determinations were col-
lected either before or near the end of
the growing season; thus, most of the
uncertainties in fish ages caused by var-
iations in time of annulus formation
were avoided.
In the first study period, when few
largemouth bass were harvested (Table
i
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14), most of the bass in the 12-15.5-
inch range were "cannibals"—excep-
tionally fast-growing indi\iduals that
derive their name from the supposition
(at least correct for hatchery-reared
bass) that they feed principally on
their slower-growing brood mates. At
the start of fishing in the second study
period, the bass har\'est was made up
principally of fast-growing fish of the
1946 stock; toward the end of the
period, they were made up principally
of noncannibal members of broods
spawned in the lake. Cannibals prob-
ably made a less significant contribu-
tion to the harvest during the second
study period than during the first.
In the years of fair to good bluegill
fishing during the first period, and in
the one year of fair bluegill fishing in
the second period (1950), the bluegill
har\ests were made up largely of fish
from broods produced in the lake after
the stockings. In 1947 and 1948, the
poor bluegill han'ests were made up
principally of fi.sh of the 1946 stocking.
Growth of Original Bass
Tlie largemouth bass with which
Lake Glendale was stocked in April,
1940, grew rapidly. Those from which
scales were obtained were found to
have grown much more rapidly than is
usual for bass in older populations.
Bass of 10-14 inches (the sizes of the
bass used in stocking Lake Glendale in
1940) ordinarily increase their weights
at the rate of a quarter pound to a half
pound a year. Six bass of the 1940
slock caught in hoop nets in March,
1943, had put on weight at the rate of
1 to 2 pounds per year. At that time,
they ranged from 18.4 to 21 inches in
length and from 3.7 to 6.4 pounds in
weight. One of the 1940 original bass
taken in the 1946 population census
weighed 8 pounds, 9 ounces, and meas-
ured 23.4 inches. This is the largest
bass that has been recorded from Lake
Glendale.
The bass with which the lake was
stocked in 1946 grew less rapidly than
those of the 1940 stocking but more
rapidly than bass in most old popula-
tions. Shifts in the modes of the length-
frequency distributions for bass caught
Table 20.—Numbers of marked (fin-clipped)
largemouth boss of three length categories used
in stocking Lake Glendole in the fall of 1946,
ond size distributions of port of catch of marked
fish taken by sport fishermen over the next 4
years. Some marked fish were not meosured ond
some fish with clipped fins were not recorded as
having been marked. This table includes only fish
that were recorded os marked.
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by sportsmen in 1948-1950 (Table 20)
indicate that fin-clipped bass placed in
the lake at lengths of 3-11 inches were
caught at lengths of 10-16 inches in
1948, 11-17 inches in 1949, and 13..5-18
inches in 1950.
The number of bass used in the 1940
stocking (70 individuals) was too small
to ha\'e much direct influence on the
fishing in 1942-1946. The number of
bass used in the 1946 stocking (2,248
individuals ) was large enough and the
giowth of these fish was rapid enough
to contribute significantly to the catch,
especially in 1948 and 1949.
Growth of Bass in New Broods
While most bass hatched at Lake
Glendale in 1940 grew C(uite slowly,
scale examinations showed that some
individuals—the so-called cannibals
—
from the 1940 brood and a smaller
number from the 1941 brood grew rap-
idly. By the spring of 1942, after only
two growing seasons, the cannibals had
reached lengths of 10-15.5 inches
( Tables 14 and 21 ) . By the spring of
1943, the cannibals measured 11..5-18
inches, while most of their slow-
growing brood mates measured onlv 7-
10 inches. Scales examined from large
bass caught in hoop nets in March,
1942, indicate that the bass of 18. .5-19
inches caught by anglers in 1942 (Table
14) were fast-growing individuals of the
original stock, rather than cannibals.
At the time of the 1946 population
census, 21 cannibals from the 1940
brood measured 17.8-21.6 inches, 10
cannibals from the 1941 brood meas-
ured 17.1-21.0 inches, and 1 cannibal
from the 1943 brood measured 17.1
inches. Measurements of these fish are
included in Table 22. The large bass
included in this table as members of
die 1939 brood were either individuals
from the unplanned stocking of 1941 or
were members of the 1940 brood that
had formed false annuli. Large bass
included as members of the 1938 brood
might have come from either the 1940
or the 1941 introductions.
Cannibals measuring 10-14 inches in
length made up part of the bass har\'est
in 1948 ( curve B and part of curve C
in Fig. 7), but most of the harvest in
that year was deri\'ed from the fast-
growing original stock of 1946 (curve
A and the greater part of curve C).
Undoubtedly, some cannibals were
caught in 1949 and 1950, but the ex-
tent of their contribution to the har\est
in those years cannot be determined.
As a result of the poor growth of
most of the bass hatched in Lake Glen-
dale in 1940-1946 and the small num-
ber of cannibals in broods other than
those of 1940 and 1941, bass of 11-17
inches were scarce in 1944—1946. This
scarcity is shown by the sizes of bass
caught by test fishennen (Table 13)
and by other fishermen (Table 14),
and by the sizes of bass in hoop-net
samples ( Table 21 )
.
Of the 6,861 bass in the 1946 popu-
lation census (Table 26), 6,784 meas-
ured 3-12 inches, 3 measured 12.5-17
inches, and 74 measured 17.5-23.5
inches; of the fish of 12 inches and
smaller, not more than 20 are estimated
to have been longer than 11 inches.
Evidence from scale examination is
that an exceptionally large brood of
bass was produced in Lake Glendale
in the first spawning season after each
stocking, tliat is, in 1940 and 1947, that
the lake became overstocked by these
first bass broods, and that the over-
stocked condition was maintained
through natural reproduction in sub-
sequent years. The major part of each
brood was at least slightly stunted. Ap-
parently, most of the slow-growing
members of the 1940 and 1941 broods
died in the lake, or were caught by
fishennen, without reaching lengths
much abo\e 10 inches. Fishing in the
years 1943-1946 and 1949-1950 would
certainly have been better if bass re-
production had been less successful.
The slow growth of most individuals
of the 1940, 1941, and 1942 broods is
suggested by the absence of significant
shifts in modes in the length-frequency
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distributions of bass under 10 inches
collected in hoop nets in March, 1943-
1945 (Table 21) and also by scale ex-
aminations. In March, 1944, hoop-net
samples, the noncannibal bass of the
1940 brood (represented by 11 fish)
averaged 10.2 inches after four grow-
ing seasons; those of the 1941 brood (6
fish) averaged 9.2 inches after three
growing seasons; and those of the
1942 brood (7 fish) averaged 8.1 inches
after two growing seasons (these data
not in tables )
.
Approximately the same degree of
stunting was obsen'ed in broods
spawned after the 1946 stocking.
Length data and scale samples col-
lected from noncannibal bass at the
Table 21.— Size distribution of lorgemouth bass tal<en in early spring hoop-net collections ot
lake Glendale. Sampling was carried on for 2, 3, or 4 successive days in April, 1941, and in March
of subsequent years, with six 1 -inch-square mesh hoop nets raised each day of the sampling period
{except OS noted below). Numbers of net-days ore shown in parentheses below the years. An asterisk
(') following a number in the toble indicates fin-clipped bass of the 1946 stocking. Bass proved
difficult to catch in the nets from 1946 on.
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time of the October, 1950, population
census showed that the 1947 brood
( represented by 53 fish ) averaged 10.3
inches after four growing seasons; the
1948 brood (10 fish) "averaged 9.0
inches after three growing seasons; and
the 1949 brood ( 12 fish ) averaged 7.5
inches after two growing seasons.
Large numbers of stunted bass were
caught, thrown back in the water, and
perhaps recaught by sport fishermen.
A sharp drop in the number of bass re-
ported by sportsmen as having been
thrown back (from 9,369 in 1942 to
3,397 in 1943, Table 15) suggests either
(i) that small bass were harder to
catch in 1943 than the year before (an
unlikely possibility); (ii) that the num-
ber of bass reported thrown back in
1943 was considerably below the ac-
tual number ( the questioning of fisher-
men as to the number of fish thrown
back was done by technically untrained
census takers, but there is no reason to
believe that the figures for 1943 were
less reliable than the figures for 1942);
or (iii) that a considerable number of
the 1940 brood died during their third
or fourth year of life. Hook injury
woidd seem to have been one of the
more likely causes of death.
Although the data suggest a substan-
tial die-off in the 1940 brood at Lake
Glendale during the third or fourth
Table 22.— Size distribution of lorgemouth bass of various ages taken at lake Glendale during
population census in the fall of 1946. The representation of broods shown below resulted from age
determinations mode from o random sampling of scales of fish of large, small, and intermediate sizes.
The bass population was made up mainly of fish less than 10 inches long (Table 27),
Year Hatched (Erood)
Length Class,
Inches 1946 1945 1944 1943 1942 1941 1940 1939 1938
5
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year of life, length measurements and
scales of captured fish failed to indicate
a noticeable acceleration of growth
rates in sundving members of the
brood.
There was no indication that slow-
growing bass of the 1947 brood suffered
a die-off of the apparent magnitude de-
scribed for the 1940 brood.
Scale examinations indicated that
most of the stunted bass of the 1940
brood that survi\'ed the fourth year of
life disappeared in their fifth or si.xth
year (by the spring of 1946) without
reaching lengths much greater than 10
inches. Among bass measuring 7-10
inches taken in seine hauls on April
3-5, 1946 (bass having scales with
readable age rings), there were 2 from
each of the three oldest broods (1940,
1941, and 1942 broods), 6 from the
1943 brood, and 19 from the 1944
brood.
Wilhamson & Churchill (1948:1)
noted a short life span ( 4 years or less
)
for most bass in Punch Lake, a Wiscon-
sin lake in which the growth rate of
bass was slow compared with that in
most lakes in the Midwest for which
growth data are aN'ailable.
Severe stunting of largemouth bass
was obser\'ed at Larrv' Lake, Wiscon-
sin, where the bass failed to reach an
average length of 10 inches in 5 years
(Bennett 1938:168), and at Cowan's
Gap Dam, Pennsylvania (Miller & Buss
1960:3), where the bass required an
average of 8 years to reach 10 inches.
Jenkins & Hall (1953:26) observed
that growth of largemouth bass in new
bodies of water in Oklahoma (except
in large reser\'oirs) was much more
rapid during the first 2 years than after-
ward. Up to the third or fourth year of
impoundment, bass reached a length
of 10 inches within two growing sea-
sons, but later took 3 or 4 years to
reach that length. Jenkins & Hall at-
tributed the slowing down in bass
growth to competition between bass
and other species rather than to o\'er-
abundance of bass.
An entirely different pattern of large-
mouth growth in a new lake was de-
scribed at Norris Resers'oir, Tennessee
(Stroud 1948:57-62), where all broods
produced during the first 9 years
reached average lengths of 10..3-13.0
inches by the end of the second year
of life.
The growth in new bass broods at
Pounds Lake differed from that at
Lake Glendale. Most of the bass
spawned in 1940 at Pounds Lake grew
at normal rates. There was little evi-
dence of stunting. Cannibals measur-
ing 11-15 inches in 1942 and 11-18
inches in 1943 were caught in hoop-net
Table 23.—Size distribution of largemouth bass
caught in 1 -inch-square mesh hoop nets at Pounds
Lake in March, 1942, March, 1943, and October,
1947. The numbers of net-days are shown in
parentheses below the years. The 1947 catch was
mode after most of the water had been drained
from the lake. The March collections of both yeors
were made during the week following the hoop
net collections at Lake Glendale.
Length Class,
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Table 24.— Size distribution of bluegills taken in early spring hoop-net collections at Lake Glendale.
Sampling was carried on for 2, 3, or 4 successive days in April, 1941, and in March of subsequent
years, with six 1 -inch-square mesh hoop nets raised eoch day of the sampling period (except as noted
below). The numbers of net-days are shown in parentheses below the years. An asterisk (') following
a number in the table indicates fin-clipped bluegills of the 1946 stocking.
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men after 1948 (Table 18), the rela-
tive scarcit)' of fin-clipped bluegills of
these sizes in hoop-net samples after
1948 (Table 24), and a sharp drop in
average weights of bluegills from 1948
to 1949 (Table 17) are indications that
by 1949 only a small part of the blue-
gill harvest was coming from the orig-
inal stock and that few bluegills of the
original stock were caught in 1950. It
is estimated from the frequency of fin-
clipped bluegills of usable sizes in the
hoop-net samples that only about 15
per cent of the bluegills of the 1946
slock were harvested. From Fig. 7, it
is estimated that about 40 per cent of
the bass of the 1946 stock were har-
vested.
Growth of Bluegills in New Broods
The descendants of the bluegills
placed in Lake Glendale and Pounds
Lake in 1940 grew rapidly enough to
maintain a constant supply of harvest-
able-size fish in 1942-1946. Sampling
with hoop nets (Tables 24 and 25) in-
dicated that the majority of the blue-
gills spawned at Lake Glendale and at
Pounds Lake in 1940 reached the de-
sirable length of 7 inches in two grow-
ing seasons. The descendants of the
bluegills placed in Lake Glendale in
1946 grew less rapidly and did not con-
tribute much to the bluegill harvest
in numbers until 1950. Whereas the
March, 1942, hoop-net catch showed
bluegills of the 1940 brood to be most
abundant in the 6.5-S-inch classes, the
March, 1949, hoop-net catch showed
bluegills of the 1947 brood to be most
abundant in the 5.5-6.5-inch classes
(Table 24).
CENSUS OF POPULATION AND
STANDING CROP
The number of largemouth bass in
the 1946 and 1950 censuses at Lake
Glendale and the number of bluegills,
warmouths, and green sunfish in the
1946 census are shown in Table 26.
Bass measuring 10 inches or larger
were more than three times as abun-
dant in the 1950 census as in the 1946
census (Table 27). However, in both
censuses the great majority of the
usable-size bass (10 inches or longer)
measured less than 11 inches. The
terminal population of bass measuring
12.5 inches or longer is placed at 77
individuals (actual count) for the en-
tire lake in October, 1946, and at 133
individuals (count and estimate com-
bined) in October, 1950.
Three to 3.7 times as many large-
mouth bass, 3.9 times as many blue-
gills, and 5.6 times as many warmouths
of han'estable sizes were found in
the population censuses as were taken
by anglers during the fishing seasons
immediately preceding the censuses
(Table 27). Comparable figures for the
unfertilized Dixon Springs ponds were
slightly lower for bass, and the same or
higher for bluegills (Hansen et al.
I960:.381). The fi.sh recovered at the
end of the 1946 and 1950 seasons at
Lake Glendale must have included
some that had grown to har\'estable
sizes during the season. It therefore
should not be assumed that the har-
vestable population at the beginning
of each season was the sum of the
number observed in the census and
the number taken out by fishermen.
While the rotenone treatments in the
fall of 1946 did not kill all of the green
sunfish, the low census count for these
fish may be an indication of a popula-
tion decline that was evident in the
angling data for the years 1942-1946
(Table 6).
A great many observations on stand-
ing crop, or the total weight of all fish
present in a body of water, have been
published over tlie past three decades.
Data on both standing crop and yield
to anglers from the same water have
been scarce, and some of the a\'ailable
data lend little backing to the supposed
correlation between fish abundance
and fishing success (Bennett 1954:262;
Hansen et al. 1960:380).
In the fall of 1946, Lake Glendale
had a terminal population or standing
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crop of about 86 pounds per acre
(Table 26). This terminal population
figure did not include fish less than 2
inches long. The number of pounds per
acre was as follows: bass 19 pounds,
bluegills 62 pounds, warmouths 4
pounds, green sunfish less than 1
pound. The total number of fish of all
species (exclusive of 2-inch and smaller
fish) came to 37,190 fish (Table 26).
Tlie standing crop of bass in Lake
Glendale in 1950 was approximately 23
pounds per acre, or about 4 pounds
per acre more than the terminal popu-
lation of bass in the fall of 1946 ( Table
26). Under various programs of stock-
ing at Ridge Lake, the standing crop
values for largemouth bass observed at
2-year intervals, 1943-1951, ranged
from about 32 to about 50 pounds per
acre (Bennett 1954:244). Ridge Lake
was originally stocked in 1941 with
435 largemouth bass, or 24 per acre; in
5 census years, the number of bass re-
turned to the lake after the censuses
ranged from 22 to 110 per acre (Ben-
nett 1954:236, 240).
The 1946 standing crop value for
Lake Glendale was considerably below
the published values for six of eight
small ponds in the same region (Table
28); it was slightly higher than the
values for two of them. No explana-
tion has been foimd for the fact that
the standing crop values for these two
ponds were so much lower than the
values for the other six. In addition to
the possibility that there were actual
Table 26.—Population censuses of largemouth boss and other sunfish in Lake Glendale (fish 2
inches and larger) in the fall of 1946 and estimated population of largemouth bass in the fall of 1950.
Only boss were censused in 1950. The 1946 census included fish captured by draining combined with
those recovered by rotenone treatment of water remaining in the lake bed. The 1950 census included
bass removed from t'le lake, mainly by draining, combined with o mark-and-recovery estimate of those
remaining after most of the water had been drained off.
Year
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differences in productivity of tfiese
waters is the possibility that the extent
of recovery of dead fish was not the
same in all ponds. Cariander & Lewis
(1948:L3,5-136) demonstrated that not
all fish killed by rotenone were recov-
ered from a small pond and that the
rate of reco\'ery differed among fish
species. They pointed out that pond
conditions influence the rate of recov-
ery.
Of the eight ponds represented in
Table 28, se\'en are located in the two
southernmost tiers of counties in Illi-
nois, while one is located in north-
western Kentucky. The three Pope
County ponds are not more than 2
miles from Lake Glendale. The stand-
ing crop value for Lake Glendale was
much lower than the \'alues for these
tliree ponds.
The stocking rates (fish per acre)
used in the three Pope County ponds
were much greater than the rates used
in Lake Glendale in 1940: 0.9 bass and
2.6 bluegills per acre in Lake Glendale,
36 bass" and 412 bluegills in Wells
Pond, 30 bass and 396 bluegills in Boaz
Pond, and 21 bass and 310 bluegills in
Elam Pond (Hansen et al. 1960:353).
The standing crop values for the three
ponds were based on censuses made
with rotenone 7 years after the ponds
were stocked. The stocking rates in the
other ponds included in Table 28 are
not known. The census of JP-1 was
made 5.5 years after the pond was
stocked (Turner 1959:7).
Lake Glendale not only had a much
I(-vver standing crop value than the
three Pope County ponds, it contained
fewer fish of har\'estable sizes per acre:
5 bass and 260 bluegills per acre in
1946 and 17 bass per acre in 1950
(Table 27). The three Pope County
ponds contained 24—59 harvestable-size
])ass per acre and 442-624 har\estable-
size bluegills per acre (Hansen et al.
1960:378).
The finding that Lake Glendale had
a much lower standing crop \'alue than
the three unfertilized ponds at l^ixon
Springs is in agreement with the find-
ings of Rounsefell (1946:32-35) for
United States and Canadian lakes and
of Cariander (1955:550) for Alabama
ponds, namely that the number of
pounds of fish per acre drops ( is nega-
tively correlated) with increase in
water area. It is not in agreement with
the analysis by Cariander (1955:550)
of midwest ponds (drained and un-
drained ponds considered together)
nor with Carlander's final conclusion
that "the axailable data show no sig-
nificant correlation between standing
crop and area of the body of water."
The fact that the standing crop value
for Lake Glendale was much below
that of the nearby Wells, Boaz, and
Elam ponds is of special significance
in that these waters are similar in ways
that might be expected to afFect stand-
ing crop. Lake Glendale and the three
ponds had been built at about the
same time, in the period 1935-1940,
and had been stocked 6 to 7 years at
the time of the standing crop observa-
tions. The composition of fish species
included mainly centrarchids: large-
mouth bass and bluegills in the ponds;
largemouth bass, bluegills, warmouths,
green sunfish, and only a few individ-
uals of other families in Lake Glendale.
All of these waters are soft and, be-
cause of similar soils on their water-
sheds, are probably similar in chemical
composition. Of uncertain importance
are the differences between the ponds
and Lake Glendale in the soil treat-
ments of their watersheds. The fields
draining into the ponds had been peri-
odically treated with crushed lime-
stone and fertilizers of various kinds.
Probably little if any of the land drain-
ing into Lake Glendale had receixed
lime or chemical fertilizer treatment.
Undoubtedly, some of the fertilizers
applied to the watersheds were washed
into the ponds, but whether in suffici-
ent amounts to aficct the standing
crops materially is open to fjuestion.
Hansen et al. ( 1 960:.384-385) were
unable to establish clearly that fertilizer
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applications to the watersheds of the
ponds affected fishing success in the
years of application.
No inverse relationship between
standing crop and water area was
found when Lake Glendale was com-
pared with two of the eight small
ponds included in Table 28, namely
Waltonian and JP-1. The fact that the
standing crop values for these two
ponds were so much lower than stand-
ing crop \'alues for other ponds of
similar size in the region suggests that
these two ponds may not have been
typical.
FACTORS THAT DETERMINE
FISHING EFFORT
There was little evidence of a close
relationship between fishing effort
(man-days of fishing per year) and
fishing success at Lake Glendale, and
the reasons are only partly understood.
The relatively intensive fi.shing in 1942
can be explained by the likelihood
that many fishermen were anxious to
try out the new lake, by the exception-
ally good bass fishing that occurred on
the first day of the season, and by
fairly good bluegill fishing during the
first season. Part or all of the increase
in fishing in 1946 may have been due
to the return of sendcemen to civilian
Hfe following World War XL The scar-
city of fishermen in 1947 can be ac-
counted for in part by the extremely
poor bluegill fishing and in part by the
probability that some potential fisher-
men assumed that the lake was closed
in that year, following the draining and
restocking of 1946. The sharp increase
in fishing in 1948 was probably due to
marked improvement in the success of
bass fishermen (Table 10).
Of some interest is the fact that, al-
though the Lake Glendale Recreation
Area offered fishing for the whole fam-
ily, at least 89 per cent of the fishing
was done by fi,sherinen 18 years of age
or older who had purchased licenses
(Table 5).
In Michigan, Lagler & De Roth
(1953:246) found a relationship be-
tween angler attitude ( that is, fishing
effort), fishing success, and population
of legal-size bass in the Loch Alpine
ponds, a pair of connected, privately
owned ponds near Ann Arbor, Mich-
igan. In 1950, when the population
level in Lower Loch Alpine was ap-
proximately 17 legal-size largemouth
bass per acre, the catch averaged 0.25
keeper bass per fisherman hour. In
1951, when the population in Upper
Loch Alpine approximated 6 legal-size
bass per acre, the catch was 0.04 legal-
size bass per fisherman hour. By mid-
summer of 1951, the interest in fishing
Upper Loch Alpine pond had "waned
completely" because fishermen con-
cluded that the pond had been "fished
out."
The response of bass fishermen to
poor fishing at Lake Glendale was un-
like that observed by Lagler & De Roth
in Michigan. Creel records and conver-
sations with anglers at Lake Glendale
gave no indication that bass fishermen
using casting rods and plugs were dis-
couraged in 1946 when their catch of
legal-size bass was only 0.06 per trip
(Table 10) or about 0,01 fi.sh per hour,
and the population of legal-size bass in
the lake at the end of the season was
only about 5 per acre (Table 27).
An examination of Table 10 will
show that although plug fishing at Lake
Glendale was carried on most inten-
sively in the years of highest catch
rates ( 1948-1950 ) , there were year-to-
year changes in the fishing effort
(amount of plug fishing) that cannot
be explained entirely by changes in
fishing success. For example, a steady
increase in number of fi.shing trips per
season occurred in the years 1944-1946,
a period in which the catch per trip
was declining. The fishing effort by
plug fishermen in 1946, a year in which
many servicemen were returning to
civilian life, was more than twice as
heavy as in 1944, and yet the harvest
per trip by these fishermen in 1946 was
onlv about a third of that in 1944.
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Improvement in success of plug fish-
ermen at Lake Glendale did not result
in a corresponding increase in fishing
effort. In 1950, a year in which the har-
vest per trip by sportsmen using cast-
ing rod lures was six times by number
of fish, three times by weight of fish,
the comparable figures for 1946 ( Table
10), the number of trips by these
sportsmen was less than a third more
than the number in 1946 (Table 10).
The population of legal-size bass was
approximately 17 per acre in 1950 and
5 per acre in 1946 (Table 27).
Either bass fishermen at Lake Glen-
dale were not very sensitive to changes
in their own fishing success or factors
other than catch rate had a strong ef-
fect on fishing effort. One explanation
for differences between Lake Glendale
and Loch Alpine fishermen in their re-
actions to poor fishing may be that
most anglers who fish in public waters
are more tolerant of poor fishing than
anglers who fish in privately owned
lakes. Perhaps the fishermen in public
waters ha\'e fewer opportunities to
learn the truth about the quality of
angling in the waters they fish. The
anglers who fish in pri\'ately owned
waters may get dependable catch in-
formation from the record books, from
caretakers, or from fellow anglers.
Anglers who fish in public lakes usually
do not ha\'e access to creel records
(ready access to these records was not
provided at Lake Glendale). They may
get catch information from other fish-
ermen, but the information may be less
reliable or less detailed than the infor-
mation available to anglers at club-
owned or other pri\'ately-owned lakes.
The concessionaires at public lakes are
not always willing to report poor fish-
ing.
Below are some reasons that year-to-
year fishing effort on any one lake may
not be closely correlated with fishing
success.
1. Many fishermen are unable to de-
tect in their own fishing, or in the fish-
ing of others, year-to-year differences
in fishing success that may appear sig-
nificant to fisheries students.
2. Some fishermen detect year-to-
year or week-to-week differences in
their success but for \'arious reasons
do not react to them. For example, even
when they know that fishing is poor
they may continue to fish.
3. The total fishing effort on a lake
in any one year may be affected by ex-
ceptionally good or bad weather, espe-
cially if this abnormal weather occurs
in spring when fishing is usually heavi-
est.
4. The fishing effort is likely to vary
as the number of potential fishermen
varies. For example, an influx of work-
men into the surrounding territory
may occur in one year and these work-
men may be gone the following year.
5. Fishing effort is likely to be af-
fected by national upsets—war, busi-
ness booms, and depressions.
6. Fishing effort on a lake may be
affected by a change in fishing success
on neighboring lakes.
7. The interest in a lake aroused by
exceptionally good fishing in one year
may cairy over into sexeral later years,
or lack of interest resulting from poor
fishing in 1 or more years may result in
reduced fishing effort for se\eral suc-
ceeding years.
8. News that fishing is good or has
improx'ed may traxel faster and more
widely and thereby affect more people
than news that fishing success has
dropped off. Only good fishing or a
change for the better has much chance
of being reported by the news media.
9. In poor fishing years, business
people may attempt to rex'ive the in-
terest of fishermen l)y launching fishing
contests or by advertising the capture
of exceptionally good strings of fish or
the capture of one or more fish of ex-
ceptional size.
10. Some fishing effort conies from
anglers who are aware that fishing for
large fi.sh is poor but are satisfied by
captures of small fish.
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11. Even though fishing is poor, some
anglers fish the same lake year after
year because they find it aesthetically
satisfying, because they find it con\eni-
ent, because they like the boats or the
sociability of certain lakeshore estab-
lishments, or because they do not know
where their chances of success may be
better.
12. Some fishing is done by anglers
who assume that big fi.sh must be pres-
ent where many small fish are present.
13. Some fishing is done by persistent
anglers who believe that fisliing success
is most apt to come to those who fish
hard or often.
14. Presumably, more fi.shermen of
exceptional ability are present in years
of good han'ests than in years of medi-
ocre or poor harvests.
15. To some extent the fishing effort,
hke the size of crowds at some sports
events, results from factors that are un-
predictable and unexplainable.
DISCUSSION
The heavier stocking of Lake Glen-
dale with largemouth bass and blue-
gills in 1946 (27.4 young and adult bass
and 41.3 young and adult bluegills per
acre) had several ad\'antages over the
lighter stocking in 1940 (0.9 adult bass
and 2.6 adult bluegills per acre): (i) It
provided a larger population of har-
vestable-size bass while the offspring
of the original stock were too small to
harvest, (ii) It resulted in a much bet-
ter population of 12-inch and longer
bass—sizes that please bass fishermen.
(iii) It did not necessitate closing of
the lake while a new brood of fish was
growing to harvestable sizes, since
har\'estable-size bass were recruited
quickly in 1947 from among the 7-9
inch bass used in tlie 1946 stocking.
But the heaA'y stocking in 1946 was dis-
appointing in several respects: (i)
Most of the stock bass, which grew
rapidly into fish of 12 inches or longer,
had been caught or had died from nat-
ural causes by the end of 1949 and had
been replaced by other fish, most of
which were less than 12 inches in
length, (ii) The number of liass in the
1946 stocking, although much larger
than the numjjer in the 1940 stocking,
did not provide adequate control over
their own young. Thus, except for oc-
casional cannibals among the young
bass, the new broods of bass produced
in 1947 and later were as stunted as
those produced after the 1940 stocking.
(iii) The number of stock bluegills
caught by anglers was small, (iv) The
first bluegill brood .spawned after the
heax'y stocking took 2 years longer to
reach desirable angling sizes than the
first brood of bluegills spawned after
the 1940 stocking.
The outcome of stocking 1-acre
ponds near Lake Glendale with 1-inch
fingerling bluegills at the rate of 310
to 412 per acre and 6-inch to 10-inch
largemouth bass at the rate of 21 to
36 per acre suggests the potential value
of a similar stocking in Lake Glendale.
However, the standing crops in the
ponds were well above the standing
crops in Lake Glendale (Table 28),
indicating much greater fertility of the
ponds. Because of the lower fertility of
Lake Glendale, the best stocking rates
for this lake might be much lower in
number of fish per acre than the stock-
ing rates for the ponds. This statement
assumes the probability that the num-
ber of fish that will grow from finger-
ling to adult size in a gi\'en period will
vary from lake to lake with fertility of
the water. Fisheries biologists have
seldom attempted to adjust the stock-
ing rate to water fertility except in
ponds that are to be fertilized.
The good growth of bluegills hatched
in Lake Glendale in 1940 when only
2.6 adult bluegills per acre were used
in the stocking may have resulted from
a chance factor—that the "right" num-
ber of young bluegills was produced
or that the "right" number survi\ed.
The small number of spawners was
probably one of the factors; hatching
success, disease, and the degree of
tliinning of the new bluegill brood the
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within 2 years; only a few were caught
after 3 years. Very few of the bass
hatched in Lake Glendale survived
beyond the age of 4 or 5 years, and
original stocks might not have lasted
longer than 5 years under heavier stock-
ing or under special protection for
large bass.
The overpopulation of Lake Glen-
dale with small, slightly stunted bass
described here for the periods 1942-
1946 and 1947-1950 has continued to
be a problem. Natural History Survey
test fishermen of the past 15 years have
caught few bass more than 11 inches
in length, while they have caught
many less than 10 inches. There is a
possibility that anglers might do an
effective job of thinning stunted bass
populations in Lake Glendale if they
were required to remove all or most of
the bass caught. The numbers of small
bass removed voluntarily since the 10-
inch minimum length limit was
dropped in 1951 have probably been
small. The possibility that large num-
bers of small bass could be removed
by hook-and-line in a thinning program
is shown by the records of numbers of
bass caught and thrown back by fish-
ermen in the years 1946 and 1950
(Table 15). The number thrown back
by fisheiTnen in 1946 amounted to 30
per cent of the number of bass under
10 inches obser\'ed in the 1946 popula-
tion census, and the number thrown
back in 1950 amounted to 54 per cent
of the number observed in the 1950
census. The good growth of the small
bass of the 1946 stocking can be at-
tributed to the small number of bass
put back in the lake—one-third of the
number of small bass found in the 1946
census. This rate of stocking was equiv-
alent to removing two-thirds of the
stunted population in one operation.
The thinning of stunted fish popula-
tions by hook-and-line has often been
recommended by fisheries biologists. If
thinning by this method is contem-
plated, the possibilities of both under-
diinning and overthinning should be
considered. What percentages of small
bass of various sizes caught by fisher-
men should be removed to assure
favorable growth of the remaining
stunted bass? Is it possible to remove
so many stunted bass that the number
remaining is too small to provide good
fishing at a later date? Might the re-
moval of large numbers of stunted bass
decrease predation so much that over-
population and stunting in new bass
broods would still be a problem?
Accurate estimates of the numbers
of bass of various size categories pres-
ent in lakes before thinning is begun
are highly desirable but liard to obtain.
During the thinning process, records
should be kept of the numbers of bass
of various sizes removed by fishermen.
The success of the operation would be
measured by improvement in the yield
and in the catch rate of the larger sized
fish. Under a program of adequate thin-
ning, benefits should be detected within
a year.
SUMMARY
1. The relative success of two stock-
ing procedures used at Lake Glendale
was measured in terms of the quality
of hook-and-line fishing that followed
the stockings. The initial stocking, in
the spring of 1940, was done with
adult fish at the rate of 0.9 largemouth
bass and 2.6 bluegills per acre; the
later stocking, in the fall of 1946, was
done with a mixture of yearling and
adult fish at the rate of 27.4 largemouth
bass and 41.3 bluegills per acre. War-
mouths and green sunfish contaminated
the lake in both study periods, 1940-
1946 and 1946-1950, but the popula-
tions built up by these species were
small.
2. In the fall of 1946, before the sec-
ond stocking, a population census was
made of all species of fish in Lake
Glendale. Fish were collected and
counted in a draining and censusing
operation that included application of
rotenone to small areas that could not
be drained.
1
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3. In the fall of 1950, a census was
made of the largemouth bass popula-
tion (but not populations of other
species) in Lake Glendale. Fish were
collected and counted in a draining
and censusing operation that included
an estimate, by the mark-and-recovery
method, of the numbers of fish remain-
ing in the small undrainable areas.
4. The years 1943-1946, after the
lighter stocking, were considered good
for bluegill fishing but poor for bass
fishing, the years 1947-1950, after the
heavier stocking, were better than the
earlier years for bass fishing but not
so good for bluegill fishing.
5. For fishermen not concerned with
the kind of fish caught, the first period
was better than the second.
6. The annual bluegill yields (by
weight) were 4 to 12 times the bass
yields during the first study period;
they were smaller than bass yields dur-
ing the first three seasons of the second
study period.
7. The light stocking of adult bass
and bluegills used at Lake Glendale in
1940 was used in die same year at
Pounds Lake ( 32 acres ) , in a neighbor-
ing county. Fishing was similar in the
two lakes during the years 1943-1946,
except that Pounds Lake had one sea-
son of good bass fishing, whereas Lake
Glendale had none in these years.
8. The best hanest of bass at Lake
Glendale after the lighter (1940) stock-
ing was in 1942 (279 bass); the best
after the heavier (1946) stocking was
in 1948 (637 bass).
9. In the first study period (5 years
of fishing), the annual rates of bass
harvest ranged from 0.06 to 0.14 fish
per trip or from 0.7 to 3.4 fish per acre;
in the second period (4 years of fish-
ing), they ranged from 0.17 to 0.57 fish
per trip, or from 0.9 to 7.8 fish per acre.
10. The bass of the 1940 stock (70
fish) were so few in number that they
did not contribute much to the fishing
in 1942-1946. The bass of the 1946
stock (2,248 fish) figured prominently
in the total bass harvest in the first
three fishing seasons of the second
period and contributed heavily to the
harvest of large bass throughout the
period.
11. In most years, fly rod lures pro-
duced the best bass fishing in terms of
number of fish harx'ested per trip; cast-
ing rod lures (plugs etc.) produced
the best fishing in terms of pounds of
fish harvested per trip.
12. In 1942, the first year Lake Glen-
dale was opened to fishing after the
1940 stocking, 40 per cent of the year's
harvest of bass was taken on opening
day; 75 per cent of the year's harvest of
bass was taken during the first 15 days.
13. The average size (pounds) of
bass harvested by fishermen was
greater in the period of low annual
bass han'ests ( 1942-1946 ) than in the
period of better bass har^'ests (1947-
1950).
14. Most bass han'ested during the
first period (when harvestable-size bass
were scarce) were either just above
legal size, 10-11 inches, or they were
fairly large, 17 inches or larger; those
han'ested during die second period in-
cluded not only individuals of small
and large sizes but also large numbers
of bass of intermediate sizes, 12-16
inches.
15. More small bass were caught and
thrown back in the lake during the
period of poor bass fishing (1942-1946)
than during the period of better bass
fishing (1947-1950).
16. In each year of both periods, the
percentage of the catch returned to the
water was higher for bass than for
bluegills.
17. Bluegill catch rates reached a
plateau during the fourth growing sea-
son of the first period and improved
steadily from the first through the
fourth growing season of the second
period (the last season in which ob-
servations were made).
18. As bluegill bait, worms were
much better than artificial flies.
19. A drop in the water level of Lake
Glendale in the fall of 1944, reducing
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the water area 22 per cent, was insuf-
ficient to have a significant effect on
either the size or the catch rate of blue-
gills in the following 2 years. Efforts to
improve the bass harvest by allowing
the use of minnows in 1943, by adding
a fall fishing season in 1943, and by
adding an early spring season in 1946
were not successful.
20. Bass used in stocking Lake Glen-
dale in 1940 and 1946 grew rapidly
and reached large sizes. Most of the
bass hatched at Lake Glendale after
each stocking grew slowly as a result
of o\'ercrowding, but some individuals,
the so-called "cannibals," grew rapidly.
21. Evidence from scale examination
is that Lake Glendale became o\'er-
stocked with bass in the first spawning
season after each stocking and that the
overstocked condition was maintained
by reproduction during subsequent
spawning seasons. As a result, the
major part of each brood was at least
slightly stunted. Most of the bass of
the 1940 and 1941 broods died in the
lake or were caught by fishermen with-
out attaining lengths much above 10
inches.
22. Bluegills of the original stocks,
like bass of the original stocks, grew
rapidly and attained large sizes.
23. Bluegills of the broods spawned
in the lake in 1940, following the lighter
stocking, grew rapidly enough to pro-
vide fair fishing in 1942; those spawned
in 1947, following the heavier stocking.
grew slowly and did not contribute
much to the fish harvest until 1950.
24. Three times as many bass, 3.9
times as many bluegills, and 5.6 times
as many warmouths of har\'estable
sizes were taken in the 1946 fall popu-
lation census as were harvested by fish-
ermen in 1946; 3.7 times as many bass
of harvestable sizes were estimated to
be present in the fall census of 1950 as
were harvested by fishermen in 1950.
25. The standing crop of fi.sh (2
inches and larger) in Lake Glendale in
the fall of 1946 was 86 pounds per
acre: 19 pounds of largemouth bass, 62
pounds of bluegills, 4 pounds of war-
mouths, and less than 1 pound of green
sunfish. The estimated standing crop
of bass in the fall of 1950 was 23
pounds per acre.
26. Tlie standing crop value for Lake
Glendale was similar to the standing
crop values for two small ponds in the
region but considerably below the
\'alues of 6 other ponds, including three
1-acre ponds within 2 miles of the lake.
Lake Glendale contained fewer fish of
han'estable sizes per acre than the
three nearby ponds.
27. Bass fishermen at Lake Glendale
did not lose their interest in bass fishing
when the population of legal-size bass
stood at 5 fish per acre and the catch
rate on plugs averaged only 0.06 bass
per trip. No close correlation was found
between fishing effort and fishing suc-
cess.
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Fish species having names of more than one word are listed with the words in normal
rather tlian inverted order: for example, Largemoiith bass rather than Bass, largemoutli. Cross
references are given only in cases where such listings were believed necessary.
Anglers' catch (see under fishing success and
individual fish species)
Annual yields of fish (see alsu harvest entries
under individual species), 121-122
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Bait used and fish harvested (see under indi-
vidual fish species)
Bass ( see largemouth bass
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catch rate
—
year-to-year trends, 137
growth, 144—145
growth compared with Pounds Lake, 144-
145
growth of new broods, 136, 145
growth of original stock, 144
harvest. 12.3-124, 13.3-137, 146
harvest of new broods, 136
harvest of original stocks, 136
harvest rates, 12.3-125, 127, 133-135
harvest rates compared with nearby ponds,
127, 134
harvest rates compared with other southern
Illinois lakes, 134-135
harvest rates compared with Pounds Lake,
125, 1.37
harvest with various baits, 135, 137
length observations, 1.36, 144
numbers kept and thrown back, 136-137
stocking, 109-111
stocking rate, related to fish growth and
harvest, 150
weights (average) by years, 135
Cannibal ( largemouth ) bass ( in Lake Glen-
dale), 140
compared with Pounds Lake, 143-144
harvest, 140
sizes, 140, 14.3-144
Capture and recapture of same bass, 132
Catch rate (see catch rate and harvest rate
entries under individual fish species)
Chaenohryttus gtdosus (see warmouth )
Crab Orchard Lake
bluegill fishing compared with Lake Glen-
dale, 1.35
Creel census methods
at Lake Glendale, 111
at Pounds Lake, 121
Decline in bass catch after opening day, 129-
1.32
Drawdown (partial), 138
effect of on fish size, 1.38
effect of on fishing success, 1.38
Efforts to improve fishing, 138
Electrofishing, and use of in population esti-
mates, 117-119
Epilimnion, 107
E.xtension of fishing sea.sons, 1.38
effect of on fishing success, 138
Fertility of Lake Glendale watershed soils, 107
Fishing eflort (amount of fishing), 122, 148—
1.50
by licensed fishermen and minors, 122, 148
number of fishing trips, 122
related to factors other than fishing success,
149-150
related to good fishing success, 148
related to poor fishing success (compared
with Loch Alpine), 148
variations from year to year partly ac-
counted for, 148
with various baits, 122
Fishing regulations, 111-112
Fishing success (see aho harvest and harvest
rate topics under individual fish species)
outstanding for bass after 1946 stocking,
123-124, 129
outstanding for bluegills after 1940 stocking,
123-124, 135
Green sunfish (in Lake Glendale), 109-111
catch rate
—
year-to-year trends, 1.37
harvest, 12.3-124, 146
harvest compared with bluegill, 123-124
harvest on flies and wonns, 137
introduction of, 109-110
Growth of fish (.see also under individual spe-
cies), 138-145
H
Harvest of fish ( .see under individual species )
Hoopnet fishing at Lake Glendale
during 1946 population census, 113-115
following rotenone application, 114-115
sizes of fish taken by, 136, 144
Hoopnet fishing at Pounds Lake
sizes of fish taken by, 14.3-144
Horseshoe Lake
bluegill fishing compared with Lake Glen-
dale, 1.34
L
Lake Glendale
described, 106-109
study procedures, 109-120
Lake Nlurphysboro
bluegill fishing compared with Lake Glen-
dale, 1.34-1.35
Largemouth bass (in Lake Glendale
)
cannibals harvested, 140
catch rate
—
year-to-year trends, 127
growth compared with Pounds Lake, 143-
144
growth extremes in new broods, 140-142
growth of original stocks, 139-140
harvest, 122-127, 146
harvest of new broods, 127
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har\est rates compared with nearbv ponds,
122, 127
harvest rates compared with Poimds Lake,
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harvest with various baits, 128-129
length observations, 112, 126, 131-133, 139,
141-143
management possibilities, 151-152
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123
numbers kept in relation to numbers thrown
back, 133
opening day catch, 129-132
overstocking problem, 140-144
peak years of fishing, 127
standing crop, 14.5—148
stocking, 109-111
stocking rate, related to fish growth and
harvest, 150-152
weights (average) bv bait and year, 1.30,
132-133
Length of fish caught ( see under Pounds Lake
ami individual species )
Lepomis cyanellus {see green sunfish)
Lepomis macrochirus (see bluegill)
M
Management efforts (see also drawdown, min-
nows as bait, extension of fishing seasons,
and under largemouth bass), 138
Mark and recovery estimates of bass popula-
tion, 117-120
Micropterus salmoides ( see largemouth bass )
Minnows as bass bait, 138
Opening day bass catch, 129-132
Overstocking as a cause of poor bass fishing,
140-142
compared with other southern Illinois lakes,
134-135
compared with Pounds Lake, 121-122, 125
compared with small ponds, 122, 127
Rotenone
applications of in population censusing,
11.3-115
tolerance of bv fishes during cold weather,
11.5-116
Silt deposits
depth, 107
effect of on recovery of fish killed with
rotenone, 116
Standing crop of fish, 14.5-148, 151
compared with neighboring ponds, 146-148
in relation to water area, 147
Stocked fish in anglers' catch ( see also harvest
of original stocks under individual species),
122-123, 127, 133-136
Stocking at Lake Glendale (see also under in-
dividual fish species), 109-111
contamination of, 109-110
effect of on fishing, 121, 127, 13.5-136, 1.50-
151
procedures, 109-111
Stunting ( and die-off ) in new bass broods,
140-143
T
Temperature of water
effect of on recovery of fish killed \\ith
rotenone, 11.5-116
thermal stratification described, 107
Test fishermen
catch of large bass by, 133
size distribution of fish caught by, 131, 136
Transparency of water, 107
Plant growths (large aquatic), 107, 109
Population censusing
difficulties in censusing small fingerlings,
116-117
methods used, 112-113, 117-120
problems of recovering dead fish, 115-116
results, ) 4.5-148
Pounds Lake
creel census methods, 121
description, 120
fisliing quality, 12.5
length observations, bluegills, 144
length observations, largemouth bass, 143
stocking and contamination of stocking,
120-121
study procedures, 120-121
Q
Quality of fishing ( catch or harvest rate ) at
Lake Glendale, 121-137
after lighter and heavier stockings, 121-122
Vulnerability to capture (differences among
Lake Glendale fishes), 1.30-1.32, 1.37
W
Warmouth ( in Lake Glendale
)
harvest, 12,3-124, 137, 146
harvest compared with bluegill, 123-124,
137
harvest trends, 137
harvest on various baits, 137
introduction of, 109-110
Weights of fish harvested
bluegills (average), 135
largemouth bass (average), 1.30, 132-133
ratio of bass (total weight) to bluegills, 121
yearly totals, 124
Yield of fish (see also harvest entries under
individual species), 121-124
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